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Based on monozukuri technology for rockets, MHI   supports research and observations of outer space.

Space technology extends beyond space travel and research into our everyday lives. For example, 
satellites are instrumental in forecasting weather, monitoring disasters and observing the global environment. 
Unmanned supply spacecraft* transport essential materials to the International Space Station (ISS).  
People on Earth benefit when devices such as these are sent into outer space. 
MHI is one of only a few companies involved in launch programs, from manufacturing 
to launching of the rocket — a critical component for space transport. This article examines 
how MHI accurately delivers a customer’s payload to a target orbit on a target date.

The HTV unmanned supply spacecraft, known as “KOUNOTORI,” was independently developed in Japan to transport cargo to the ISS and is carried aloft by the H-ⅡB launch vehicle. *

F E A T U R ES P E C I A L

Cover: Nagoya Aerospace Systems Works in Aichi Prefecture
P.2-3: H-ⅡA Launch Vehicle Flight No. 25 successfully lifts off from the Tanegashima Space Center in Kagoshima Prefecture.
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 MHI has played a lead role in rocket manufacturing since the 
dawn of space development in Japan more than 40 years ago. In 
2007, JAXA transferred production and management of the 
rocket launching business to MHI. At that time, MHI began 
o�ering launch services. �e comprehensive services include 
rocket manufacture, program management, and execution of 
launch campaigns. MHI’s deep experience in launch vehicle 
development and launch operations has given Japan’s launch 
services a competitive edge in the global market. 

 Once MHI receives an order from JAXA, a satellite manufacturer 
or satellite operator, design commences on a rocket best suited 
for the intended purpose. MHI manufactures most of the major 
spacecra� components, such as the �rst- and second-stage rocket 
engines and fuel tanks. Manufactured with the utmost precision, 
each critical piece is continuously examined manually and 
repeatedly veri�ed against the massive data pool that MHI has 
accumulated. Coordinating the various steps necessary for a 
reliable launch enables MHI to complete the missions of launch 
vehicles without a hitch while reducing costs.

Providing precise and reliable launch services 
based on Japanese monozukur  and experience

(iii) Center body section

At the Tobishima Plant, rocket 
engines, fuel tanks and other 
major components are brought 
together. The Tobishima Plant 
can manufacture four to �ve 
launch vehicles per year.

Designing Manufacturing (structural assembly, functional test, outfitting) Assembly Launching
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In 2007, primary responsibility for space launch vehicles shifted from the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 
(JAXA) to MHI. Today, MHI oversees every step in the process, from manufacturing the rocket to launching the 
satellite into its targeted orbit. MHI continues to take full advantage of its outstanding knowledge, experience and 
teamwork.

Manufacturing 
critical rocket 
components, 

such as engines 
and fuel tanks

Workers bore thousands of 
holes by hand into the joint 
that connects the �rst-stage 
fuel tank to the engine. Rivets 
secure the pieces together.

C o m b u s t i o n  t e s t i n g  i s  
conducted on engines at the 
Tashiro Field Laboratory in 
Akita Prefecture to con�rm 
performance. The temperature 
of the �ame blast from the 
engine reaches 3,000ºC.

The high-performance LE-7A rocket 
engine serves as the main engine for 
the �rst stage. Ready approximately 
one and a half years before the launch 
date, the LE-7A is installed in the rocket 
body after testing at the plant.

Structural 
assembly

Functional
test

Outfitting

View video 
clips on
MHI’s website

View video 
clips on
MHI’s website

(ii) First-stage liquid oxygen tank

(i) Interstage 
   section

(iv) First-stage engine (LE-7A)

For details, 
see “Meet MHI” 

on page 13.

Providing integrated services from manufacturing to launching

Experts in outer space transport

MHI  Launch Services

Contract

Customer JAXA
MHI
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MHI manufactures 

Payload fairing

Second-stage liquid 
hydrogen tank

( ii ) First-stage 
liquid oxygen tank

First-stage liquid 
hydrogen tank

( iv ) First-stage engine ( LE-7A )

( iii ) Center body 
section

( i ) Interstage 
section

Second-stage 
liquid oxygen 

tank

Second-stage 
engine (LE-5B)

Solid fuel 
rocket boosters 
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  Japanese rocket development leapt into the global arena in the 
1990s with the H-II. A Japanese launch vehicle designed for larger 
satellites, the H-II had its maiden space voyage in 1994. 
Development of the next-generation H-IIA a few years later sought 
to minimize launch costs. Another model, the H-IIB, was 
developed to carry large-sized cargo, including the HTV. It 
originally took �ight in 2009.
  Now, Japanese rocket development has entered a new phase. 
Upgrades to the H-IIA enabled Japan to meet a diversi�ed range of 
domestic and overseas satellite launch requirements, as well as 
enhance international competitiveness of the launch vehicle. It also 
marked the �rst step in a new national �agship launch vehicle 
currently being developed with a maiden test launch scheduled for 
2020. Provisionally named the H-III, this �rst new rocket in about 
30 years targets enhanced cost competitiveness and greater launch 
capacity �exibility accommodated by adjusting the number of solid 
fuel rocket boosters.
  �e H-III will not only bene�t the Japanese government but also 
meet diversi�ed global needs, strengthening MHI’ s  compe-
titiveness in global markets.

2020

2009

1994

2001
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Rocket trip: 
how a satellite goes into orbit
The rocket travels a long journey until it releases the satellite in a targeted orbit. 
Let’s look at a typical flight sequence.

Launching the rocket

Tokyo to Osaka in about 55 seconds

  Why is a rocket launched?

Astronaut Wakata works on a plant growth experiment in the Japanese 
Experiment Module “Kibo” * on the ISS.

  Space-related programs enable research and activities 
that simply cannot be performed on Earth. The rocket’s 
mission is to deliver what is needed in space. Consider the 
everyday technology of weather forecasting. Weather 
forecasters base their predictions on weather data for a 
wide area delivered from meteorological satellites. Cargo 
that �lls the HTV supports research conducted at the ISS 
for the outer space environment. Astronauts look forward 
to the experimental equipment and food that the HTV 
brings.

Injection 
into orbit

The future holds in store more 
diversified space transport 
needs and services. MHI continues 
developing indispensable rocket 
technology that will provide better 
solutions.

A major new rocket 

for future generations
A new page in the history of
rocket development

  MHI has another prime objective in seeing new national �agship 
launch vehicle technology come to the fore. Many of the engineers 
involved in the H-II project have retired in the 30 years since the 
rocket’s initial development. Eventually, no one from the early days 
will remain to pass down vast technical knowledge, and Japanese 
rocket development could grind to a halt. MHI honors its 
responsibility to endow future generations with innovative launch 
technology. What is important is not “know-how” but 
“know-why” — that is, to verify why predecessors did as they did 
and understand the experience and knowledge behind those 
e�orts.

Mission to pass down 
‘experience and knowledge’

* Launching capacity to geostationary transfer orbit

Milestones to H-

H-Ⅱ, first Japanese rocket, 
was developed.
The H-Ⅱ was a two-stage rocket developed entirely 
with Japanese technology. The �rst stage had a 
high-performance engine using hydrogen as fuel. A 
total of seven rockets were launched.

Overall length: about 50 meters 
Launching capacity*: about 4 tons

H-ⅡB, which delivers important 
cargo to the ISS, was developed.
The H-ⅡB is the rocket used to lift the H-Ⅱ 
Transfer  Vehic le  (HTV) ,  a lso ca l led 
“KOUNOTORI,” an 
unmanned supply 
spacec ra f t ,  w i th  
greater launching 
capacity to support 
a wide range of needs. 

Overall 
length 

Launching 
capacity*

about

tons
4-6

about

meters
53

0:00
1:47

4:10

6:44
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H-ⅡA, one of the major 
models, was developed.
The H-ⅡA is a major Japanese 
rocket based on H-Ⅱ technology. 
The H-ⅡA �rst �ew in 2001, and 
in 2006 �ew with its maximum 
launching capacity of about 6 
tons. MHI has been in charge of 
launch services since the 2007 
�ight of H-ⅡA Flight No. 13.

about

tons
8

Overall 
length 

Launching 
capacity*

about

meters
57

2015
(provisional)

(provisional)
The H-Ⅲ, the �rst new rocket in 
30 years, is being developed to improve performance 
and enhance cost competitiveness. The design 
supports a wide range of needs by adjusting the 
number of solid fuel rocket boosters.

H-Ⅲ, a new national
flagship launch vehicle,
is being developed.

about

tons
2

Overall 
length 

Launching 
capacity*

about

meters
60
-6.5

The H-ⅡA is  upgraded to support  the 
expanding commercial satellite market. It 
can br ing a  sate l l i te  much c loser  to  
geostationary transfer orbit, extending the 
satellite’s service life and making satellite 
design more �exible.

H-ⅡA upgrade for 
commercial satellites

Overall length: about 53 meters
Launching capacity*: about 4-6 tons

* For details, see “Meet MHI” on page 13.

Ⅲ

times faster than a Japanese bullet train, estimating the 
train’s speed at 285 kilometers per hour.
  As spent tanks for each stage separate from the 
rocket, the launch vehicle loses weight and �ies farther 
into space. It aims at the target orbit relying on the 
inertial guidance system controlled by the computer 
aboard the rocket, the radio wave guidance system 
controlled with the radar on Earth, and other control 
methods.

  The launch vehicle carrying a satellite and other 
payloads jumps out to the Earth’s outer atmosphere 
with immense power against gravity. After burning fuel 
that emits gases with full power, the rocket continues 
�ying away from the Earth using oxygen in the tank for 
combustion. The amount of energy is so huge that it 
can propel the rocket about 550 kilometers — that’s 
nearly the same distance between Tokyo and Osaka — 
in around 55 seconds. The launch vehicle is about 125 

HTV “KOUNOTORI”
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Typical flight sequence of H-ⅡA (example)

Rocket 
lift-off!

Solid
 fuel rocket

 booster 
separation

Payload 
fairing 
jettison

First-stage 
separation

Payload 
separation

Mission completed 
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